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Unit 14: Listening Skills for Music Technologists: “Blood to Bone Mix”

Task 1: Criteria 1
1.Firstly I created a new Pro-Tools session with a 24-bit depth and a 44.1Khz and
imported the 23 audio tracks into it, setting the tempo at 147bpm. I then
organised them into edit and mix groups and coloured them for reference.

2. Next I proceeded to go through the track bar by bar, listening to see if the band
managed to adhere to the click track tempo. Although the majority of the track
was in time, during the faster paced segments they did speed up, but they where
playing off time together, so it was ok.
The Tempo Map can be seen below:

3. Pre Mix Report:
The song consists of 11 sections:
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Intro 1 (Bass Only) (8 Bars)
Intro 2 (Drums Come In) (8 Bars)
Verse 1 (16 Bars)
Instrumental Chorus (16 Bars)
Re-Intro (8 Bars)
Verse 2 (Short) (8 Bars)
Chorus 2 (16 Bars)
Mid-Section 1 (16 Bars)
Mid-Section 2 (16 Bars)
Chorus 3 (16 Bars)
Outro (16 Bars)

It follows a verse-chorus-verse-chorus like structure in 4/4 timing with long
instrumental sections throughout the song. The song starts with the bass playing
for 8 bars, with a tone with less bass and lower mid frequencies, giving the
impression he is playing on the “higher” D and G strings, which fall in the same
register as the lower strings on a guitar. He is playing an arpeggiated melody,
letting the first note ring out (possibly the open A string) creating a dissent
tonality almost separating it from the chord.
This rhythmic pattern is repeated right up until the chorus when he starts
playing a different pattern in which he changes tempo to a “galloping” pace
switching back and forth. During the Mid sections 1 the bass starts off with a
pattern, which lasts for 4 bars and is the root note variation what the rhythm
guitar is playing.
The song also follows a “Loud-Quiet” dynamic with the verses being fairly
stripped back, while everything crashes in during the chorus, especially in up
towards the first Mid Section, where it goes back and forth before everything
comes to a crescendo before driving forward towards the end.
The drums start off with just kick drums mostly in the verses, with the “4 on the
floor” rhythm creating the sense of building energy, with each kick on every beat
in the bar. As the song progresses the drummer adds in fills, usually involving the
snare, hitting both the head and the rim, while accentuating the start of some
bars with a crash cymbal.
Going towards a slightly drum and bass else drum beat in the choruses, if it was
looked at in 1/8 notes, the with the snares falling on the 2nd and 4th beats, and the
kick falling on the 1st, 1+, and 3+, with rhythmic variations. Its also worth noting
the drum drops out towards the second chorus, and the first mid sections,
allowing the vocals to stand alone for a bar before everything crashing back in to
create excitement and interest. The sharp transients also imply it was played
with sticks rather than brushes.
The Guitars take a back seat in the verses, with Guitar 1 playing with a pretty fast
attack to it, suggesting it was played with a plectrum with the riff following a
pattern of letting the chord die down before playing a descending melody in a
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minor scale. It then changes to the same “galloping” pace the bass does, having
mid to higher frequencies suggests its be played on the middle strings, possibly
the D, G and B. However the higher bass and guitar are occupying this higher
range, so there is conflict between the two.
Guitar 2 appears towards the start of the first chorus, playing arpeggiated
chords, sitting under guitar 1 which takes the lead, filling out the spectrum with
a less distorted tone meanwhile Guitar 3 mainly acts to bolster Guitar 1 during
the Mid-Section’s adding to the intensity, making it sound bigger, while dropping
out when it goes back to the chorus.
The singer has a fairly good voice, and can stay on key pretty well throughout the
song, with a very “less is more” idea.
The vocals are sparse, with the verse delivery being 3 stanzas of lyrics followed
by him holding the note on the last word of the 4 set, with a fairly mellow tone, at
a conversation level volume. He sings louder in the chorus, with a quicker
delivery going up and down in pitch, he uses both the dynamics of his voice both
in pitch and volume to create excitement through switching between them in
different parts of the song.
Influences:
The band gave 4 reference tracks, with specific instructions on what they wanted
their instruments to sound like, with the list being as follows:






Sober by Tool (Bass Tone)
I Will Possess Your Heart by Death Cab for Cutie (Bass and Vocals)
All The World is Mad by Thrice (Chorus Vocals/Instrumentation and
Guitars)
Are You Interested? by Cog (Guitars)
Avon by Queens of the Stone Age (Drums)

Sober:
Both Songs are bass driven, with guitars providing atmosphere, letting the bass
be heard due to lack of guitars in the verses. Young Griffo also mimics the vocal
delivery of the Singer, having a quieter verse and a loud chorus adhering to the
Verse/chorus/verse/chorus format. The bass tone in question is slightly
overdriven, allowing it to have a gritty, darker sound, with the high mid’s giving
it a growly bassline.
The way I would go about achieving this would be to use the DI’ed signal of the
bass, and then either use a guitar amp style plug in to get the overdriven tone, or
re-amp it through a guitar amp physically. I also potentially take out some of the
lower mid range frequencies around 300Hz, and boost the high mids around 13Khz to emphasise that more trebly guitar like tone.
I Will Possess Your Heart:
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This song is a lot longer than Young Griffo, but follows the same
verse/chorus/verse/chorus format, with multiple instruments layered on top of
each other to create a textured, atmospheric sound. The song also lacks dynamic,
with everything staying the same tempo. I found the bass tone similar to the Tool
song, but was far less aggressive, as it was un-distorted, and had more mid range,
more walking along rather than driving the song.
The vocals in this song didn’t have any dynamics to them, as they are all the same
tone while the backing vocals are really low in the mix and only come to the forefront when the main vocal stops. The backing vocals sound like they are being
modulated somehow, either chorused, or through a Leslie, as compared to the
young griffo where they can be heard as loudly as the main vocal.
In order to recreate the bass tone, I would take the DI signal and apply the same
steps as I did with Tool, but not use any distortion, and possibly use some
compression to boost the signal and get a more rounded tone.
For vocals, I would compress the main vocal so they had an overall consistent
level, around a 2:1 ratio, a medium threshold, slow attack and release, plus
maybe not have the backing vocals always at the same time as the main ones.
Instead maybe move them so they are not together and use a chorus like effect
on them to add a sort of slow ripple-like flanger to make them some a bit more
like they do here.
All the World is Mad:
There are numerous guitar parts in this song, layered and panned out hard left
and right to achieve the most stereo separation possible, with the bass, vocals
and drums in the center. These guitars also are heavily distorted playing
extended power chords to give dissonant tones, jumping in and out during the
verses, and both common of post-hardcore bands. Like the other songs, the Bass
pushes the song forward but is just playing root notes compared to the arpeggios
of Young Griffo’s bassist. Its tone is slightly overdriven, almost the combination
of the distorted Tool tone and the DCFC one.
The Vocals are one constant level using the dynamics between the guitars and
bass to create excitement, with the exception of no different backing vocals and
just a double take of the original one to make it seem more convicted and
powerful. To recreate this I could take out the backing vocals in the choruses and
just had the double taked ones, while saving the backing vocals for the MidSection
Since we have three guitar parts, I would pan them differently so they had a large
stereo image, maybe taking out some of the guitars to create the same jumping in
and out, while EQ-ing each of the amp recordings different to get a full spectrum
of tone.
Are You Interested:
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The song starts with the Guitars at the forefront of the mix, which sound slightly
chorused, letting the notes ring out to create a more atmospheric sound before
the bass and drums kick in, grounding the song and giving it momentum. When
the drums come into the mix the guitars become quieter, forming one
compressed layer, which adds sustain to the notes. Blood to Bone’s verses have
this feel to them, as the guitar parts are very minimalistic, while the chorus’s
definitely have the same driving rhythm as this one does. The
Bass isn’t as prominent in this song, giving more emphasise on the mid range,
while leaving room for the kick, under pinning the guitars. The Backing vocals
are throughout this song, with them being slightly quieter in verses creating a
layered almost choral sound with the effected guitars.
This guitar sound could be achieved if I modulated some of the different guitar
parts giving that flanging sound, coupled with heavy compression during the
chorus to let the vocal stand out.
Avon:
This influence can be heard towards the Mid-Sections of Blood to Bone, as the
whole band go into a driving rhythm, very much like QOTSA do with their songs.
The drumming is quite similar, with a lot of the fills in Young Griffo fitting
QUOTSA’s sound, with the cymbals and snare fills emphasising the first and third
beats, in the verse, creating a waltzing sort of beat, while the Chorus’s which has
the snare on the 2nd and 4th beat, giving the song momentum.
The Overheads sound panned very wide and are heavily compressed to the point
the signal is distorting, while the snare sounds more like a tom, due to the lack of
rattle in the mix. This could be achieved by using a compressor on them with a
fast attack and release, a low threshold, and a high ratio, giving them a constant
washy “ringing” sound.
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Unit 14: Listening Skills for Music Technologists: “Blood to Bone Mix”

Task 2: Criteria 2
Following on from Task 1, I then proceeded to mix Blood to Bone using their
influences as a starting point for my mix. I chose to import all of their influence
tracks into Pro Tools re-naming them what I had to emulate and cutting them
down into small segments in order to use as reference when mixing each
instrument.

I also loaded up Audacity, to utilise its Plot Spectrum function, allowing me to get
frequency analysis on the more isolated instruments when processing them.

Bass:
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I started with the Bass, using the Tool-Sober track as the starting point for study,
as the intro to the song had the bass on its own in the mix, allowing me to use the
ploy spectrum in audacity to get an idea of its frequency spectrum, which is show
below. I chose the Tool song for the bass over the Death Cab for Cutie song as I
felt the distorted bass would work in the mix better, working with the guitars. I
decided to use the DI’ed Bass Track, as it allowed me more freedom on how I
could modify its sound. (Tool Analysis on the Left)

From looking at this analysis we can see that the harmonic frequencies which are
louder In the mix are around the 70-150Hz range, while there is a dip in
amplitude from about 200-500Hz, and then a peak around 2Khz sloping
downwards.
This allowed me to EQ the track accordingly, setting a high pass filter with a
12dB/octave slope from 37Hz downward to get rid of the extreme low
frequencies, a low filter with the same 12dB/octave slope from 6.32Khz
downwards to role off the extreme higher frequencies, while boosting the band
widths around 120Hz, and 2.39Khz by 5dB, to emphasize the lower end punch
and the higher mid trebly sounds. Finally I cut the area around 650Hz by 3dB to
take out the mid range frequencies which would create a larger dynamic
between the raised frequencies.
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Now I had recreated the outline for its harmonic content, It was time to amp up
the signal to give it a bit more distortion. Underneath my EQ Plug-In, I loaded up
the Sans-Amp PSA-1 Guitar Amp Plug-in and used the Crunchy Bass Pre Set as
the starting point for sculpting the sound I wanted, with the top one being what
I’ve modified and the bottom being the pre-set.

I decided to boost the pre-gain, to get a more overdriven tone, while taking out
some of the “buzz” setting (which sounded like a low pass filter, cutting the
higher end harmonics), boosted the “crunch” setting which gave the bass more of
its “growling” higher mids, while also boosting the lower end and backing off the
higher frequencies, to get a more balanced spectrum. Finally I lowered the
overall level to keep the signal level down.
Next I added a compressor Plug-in, shown below:

I added it at the end of the signal chain to bring down some of signal gain, using a
-32.3dB threshold, a 1:6:1 ratio, and very fast attack and release to stop it
peaking.
Drums:
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I next moved onto the drums, though this time I couldn’t isolate them, so I had to
listen to the track, to recreate the sound. I created a stereo auxiliary bus, and sent
all of the drum tracks to it via bus 1-2, so I could adjust the overall volume once I
had set the levels individually, afterwards I then started listening to the tracks
one by one so I could get an idea of what they sounded like.

Firstly I adjusted the kick track, EQ-ing the track by boosting around the 75Hz
bandwidth by 2.4dB to accentuate the “boom” of the kick drum, while reducing
the bandwidth around 300Hz by 3.7dB, as it sounded a bit too resonant, reducing
the “boxiness.”
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Next I listen to the Snare Up track and found this too was too resonant, so I used
a compressor, with a 100.0:1 ratio, to act as a limiter, to push the ringing
overtones down below the threshold, which is set at -26.4dB to make it sound
more tom like. The attack and release times are very quick, keeping the
compressor effectively always on.

The Overheads and the Room Mic I treated very similarly, having them fairly
loud in the mix, both compressed with very fast attack and release times. I had
the Overheads with a higher ratio (35.2:1) and a lower threshold (-36.3dB), thus
giving them more sustain, while the Room Mic I had the opposite (2:8:1/22.8dB), so though the overheads are sounding “washy” the room Mic gives them
clarity.

Then on the Overheads, I added the AIR stereo width plug-in to increase how
wide they sounded in the mix, setting it to the phase, with the highest delay and
width settings used.
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Lastly I panned the Tom’s to the right at 29 and 43 respectfully, to emphasise the
Tom rolls in the track.
Guitars:
Firstly I imported the guitar intro into Audacity to analyse what frequencies
where most responsive, so like the bass I could shape the guitar tracks with the
EQ. The plot spectrum can been seen below:

As you can see, there is a gradual curve from 100Hz downwards, indicating a
high pass filter could have been used, while the mid range between 400 and
2000Hz range being the most prominent. Also due to the middle range overall
volume being so close together means it could of possibly been compressed to
bring up the overall level.
I started with the 3 guitar tracks labelled “Guitar 1” and started auditioning
them, seeing which tones I was going to use, with the first two tracks sounding
appropriate, with “Guitar 1 Amp 1” being fairly bright, while “Guitar 2 Amp 2”
being slightly warmer.
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Next I bused them together to a stereo auxiliary input with a high pass filter set
at 100Hz with a 12dB/Octave range, while also setting a Low pass at 10Khz with
a 18dB. I then boosted the bandwidth around 195Hz by 6dB, and around
1.24Khz by 5.2dB to highlight the mid-range.

Next I added a compressor to reflect that shown in the plot spectrum, to take
some of the attack off the strings, using a ratio of 9:2:1 and a threshold of -20dB
to create a fairly flat ceiling for any higher frequencies to be pushed down.

To get the slight chorusing effect heard on the Cog recording, I used the AIR
Chorus plug-in, using the pre-set “De-tuned Guitar” as a starting point to fine
tweak the sound I was looking for. I set the Wet Dry Signal to 40%, so that it was
only slightly being modulated, while setting the depth control to 9.83ms, so that
it was still deep enough to be heard.
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Next I panned the two guitars hard left and right, giving a larger stereo image,
and moved on to the second guitar part.

For “Guitar 2” I decided to use both the tracks, panning them to the 10 o’clock
and 2 o’clock so they sat off centre to leave room for the bass and drums,
enhancing the stereo image.
I had them bussed to a separate stereo auxiliary track, with a High Pass Filter set
at 223.3Hz with a 12dB/Octave range, getting it out of the way of the bass
fundamental frequencies, a compressor set at the same settings as “Guitar 1” to
smooth out some of the attack, and a AIR chorus plug-in set to the same as
“Guitar 1” but with a slightly less mix balance, set at 32%.

Finally I moved on to “Guitar 3” and decided out of the 3 tracks to use the 3rd
One, as this one sounded a little less fuzzy, which would of clashed with the other
guitars and bass. Since it was a single track, I kept it by itself with a High Pass
Filter, set at 117.1Hz with a 6dB/Octave slope to help it fit in better.
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Vocals:
For the Main vocals, like the drums, the instrumentation in the influence song
was too dense for me to find anything for me to cut out and analyse, So I had to
listen to a section of the Death Cab for Cutie song to get a rough idea on how to
approach it.
I started by taking the main and double tracked vocals and sending them to a
stereo auxiliary input, and after listening to the DCFC singer’s vocals and finding
out they don’t have any dynamics, I added a compressor to the aux input with a
10:8:1 ratio and a -27dB threshold, to give the vocal a solid overall level, With a
medium attack and release time to help smooth out the louder parts in the song.

I then added a high pass from 189.1Hz downwards with a 12dB/Octave slope to
filter out some of the lower frequencies, taking out the resonance in the throat. I
also boosted the bandwidth around 2.50Khz as this area brightens up the vocals
a little bit, making the sibilance slightly more prominent.
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When it comes to the chorus, I pan the main and double tracked vocals to 10 and
2 o’clock, but in the verses, it is the main vocal only.
For the Backing Vocals, I tried to emulate the backing vocals in “I will possess
your Heart”, where the first thing I did was buss the two takes to a stereo
auxiliary input, panning them hard left and right. Next I added an EQ and set a
set a high pass filter at 300.1Hz and a low pass at 4.10Khz, both of these filters
had a slope of 12dB/octave.
I then boosted the bandwidth around 1.42Khz by 7dB, which when combined
with the two filters, created a telephone like sounding vocal.
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Finally I added a AIR Flanger, where I used the wider stereo mix pre set as the
basis for getting the sound I wanted, setting the overall mix to 77% to get have
the majority of the sound effect.
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Unit 14: Listening Skills for Music Technologists: “Blood to Bone Mix”

Task 3: Criteria 3
Now that I had acquired the sounds I was looking for, I then moved on to going
through the track listening out for any sonic faults, timing errors and the such, to
tighten the mix up.
The First thing I did was go through the tracks and delete any segments where
nothing was playing, thus eliminating any avoidable background noise on the
recording. This was done simply by using tab to transient and strip silence on
some of the tracks.

After this I checked the vocals to see if they where In tune, loading them in to
Cubase to check the pitch of both the main vocal, the double tracked one, and the
backing ones.
Main Vocal:
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Double Tracked Vocal:

Backing Vocals:
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Overall the vocals are pretty good, except that the backing vocals go a little off
key with the main and double tracked vocals, since I have heavily effected the
backing vocals with a flanger effect and taken away some of the frequency range,
having them slightly off key doesn’t make as much of an impact. This was due to
them wanting them to sound like the Death Cab for Cutie song “I Will Possess
Your Heart”.
The main vocals In order to create the cohesive sound found in the chorus of the
Thrice song “All The World Is Mad” where warped using the monophonic elastic
audio setting to get them to line up with each other.
Between Bars 65-71 and 73-79:

I also went through the whole track taking out all the breathes between each of
the takes, creating a more even track.
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Guitars:
In order to here the instruments more clearly to allocate where some of the
timing errors occurred, I soloed my Guitar 1 and 2 buses, and had them panned
hard left and right, so they where isolated from each other, while having the bass
in the center. I also turned on the elastic audio setting so I could In order to help
me see where some of the transients where. I used Polyphonic for the Guitars
and Monophonic for the Bass, as this song is only playing single notes at a time,
while the guitar plays chords.

Most of the song was in time, but there where errors throughout during the
choruses, where the Guitar 2 would be playing the arpeggios and the upstrokes
on the last note sometimes would be a slightly too late. Some other notable
sections included when the Guitar 2 comes in (Bar 33/1) where it isn’t on the
bar, and again Bar 65/1. This is normal however as the guitarist was waiting for
the cue to play from the other guitar part, so I warped them in place.
List of Bar/Beat Corrections:
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Guitar 1:
 9/2
 11/1
 11/4
 13/1
 15/1
 15/2
 16/3
 16/4
 17/1
 19/1
 27/4
 29/1
 31/4
 33/1
 53/1
 59/2
 61/1
 63/4
 65/1
 81/1

Guitar 2:
 33/1
 37/2
 38/4
 43/2
 45/2
 47/3
 48/1
 49/1
 65/1
 65/2
 67/3
 68/1
 70/1
 71/2
 76/2
 79/4

I also noticed most of the timing errors only occurred when two different parts
where being played, as towards the end of the song where they are all playing
the same thing, there isn’t any mistakes.
In Mid Section 1 (Bar 81/2) and Mid Section 2 (98/4) the Bass went out of time, I
think this was due from going down from playing more notes to a simplified
version of what the guitars where playing.
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For Drums, I used the rhythmic setting on the elastic audio, as this would be
more accurate, having the Guitar 1 hard panned to the left and the drums to right
to give me the more stereo separation. There where only a couple of instances
where I had to warp:
The first one being towards the end of the instrumental chorus (Bar 49/2)
where I lined them up with the final strum of the guitars,

The second in the second chorus, (bar 67/3), where it went out of time.
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While the Third being the end of second chorus just before Mid Section 1, (Bar
80/1) again lining up the transients with the guitar.
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Unit 14: Listening Skills for Music Technologists: “Blood to Bone Mix”

Task 1: Criteria 4:
The final tasks I had to do now that I had mixed my track down to a 16
bit/44.1Khz/Interleaved track was burn it to a CD and write up a summary of my
mix in the style of the original moderator of the competition; Mike Senior, with
some of the submited critiques at the hyperlink below:
http://www.cambridge-mt.com/YoungGriffoCompetition.htm
Young Griffo Liam Flower Mix Review:
The songs overall Bass Tone definitely sounds like the Tool track, filling up the
mid range rather well, though some of the scraps and plectrum hits are a lot
more noticeable now, since everything has been distorted and brought up in the
mix. This could be solved with some micro automation to smooth out some of
these errors, or maybe just backed off the gain a little bit. The bass also goes a
little bit out of time towards the mid-section 1 the song.
The Guitars have a wide stereo image, which works to its advantage, letting the
rhythm section take up the middle, however they do get a bit overwhelmed
during the first mid section, and sounds a little bit muddy. The modulation on the
guitars works well during the choruses, but builds up a bit in the mid sections,
especially during mid-section two, where the overlap of guitar effect sounds a bit
like an organ.
I quite like the drop out in the first Mid-section, as it comes after a long build up,
and gives a moment for the listener to catch their breath before crashing back
into the song, subtle but effective.
I like how there is a more obvious chorus on the main guitar, Guitar 1, and a
slightly subtle flanger on guitar 2, so when they're together you can hear them
work together rather than overpowering each other.
The vocals are always the loudest thing in the mix, and can always be heard,
though they slightly go off key a little bit in places, it adds to the grungy-ness of
the band and song style, though taking out the breathes also has created some
moments where some of the words get cut off in the verses, but in the chorus it
works well, with the overall track being fairly dry like the Death Cab For Cutie
song. There is also one part in the last chorus where the vocal sounds like it has
been warped, which is slightly off putting, which needs reigning in.
The Drums sound is punchy and tight, with the overheads sounding wishywashy during the choruses, the compression doing all the work adding extra-
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sustain, without any pumping. The kick does however get lost in the more denser
parts of the track, as its lacking the attack of the beater head around 2-3Khz, but
has plenty of low end, sounding a little bit like a cardboard box.
the snare is pretty dead overall, not much resonance which fits the sound of the
QOTSA track well, giving that sort of garage rock kinda feel to it and the whole
kit, with the slight distortion on the overheads a nice touch.
Overall the mix is very well balanced, each of the instruments work well together
and all of the different parts can be heard when they are all playing in unison and
maintains the listeners, but needs some slight improvements to improve the
tightness of the mix as a whole.
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